Toronto Film Movement

Jerry McNabb

“What we learned was that if you’re going to get attention you’ve got to get together and make a row... Whether you’re a movement or not, at least pretend to be one.”

Lindsay Anderson, 1969

During my formative years, I was addicted to baseball and movies. So naturally a baseball movie I saw at that age should be forever burned into my memory. But it isn’t.

The film starred someone like Dan Daily and it was about a big orange cat that inherited a baseball team. The cat’s name was Rhubarb and anyone who rubbed her had good luck in the game. You know, 4 for 4, seven RBI’s and maybe pitch a 2-hitter.

At first the players refused to have anything to do with their owner, a kind of feline Jack Kent Cooke. No doubt they felt their manhood threatened, owned by a cat who once belonged to an eccentric old lady. But they discovered, quite by accident, that petting the cat brought them good luck, so they eventually rallied round their owner/mascot and probably went on to win the world series. I can remember the moral lessons but not the hard facts.

What, you are probably asking, does any of this have to do with the Toronto Film Movement? A movement, incidentally, that does not exist. Time to retreat and start at another point.

Filmmaking in Toronto is competitive, to say the least, and cutthroat, to say the most. It is also, with some rare and beautiful exceptions, generally bad.

There are a number of problems, most notably the American stranglehold on distribution and exhibition. Other complaints range from insufficient money to bad scripts. But dwelling on those problems is a negative approach and becomes a rationalization for not going into production. Toronto lacks an esprit de corps with regards to film that, dare I say it, prevails in Quebec.

The Film-makers Co-Op is an attempt to get Toronto’s Film community together and to this end we have had some success. But we are limited by funds, which accordingly limits our staff and our potential.
Meet...

Multi-Media Production Services

The complete, efficient equipment rental service
...now in Toronto!

CAMERAS: Mitchell BNC/SPR reflex, Arri; SOUND: Nagra, Stellavox, Sennheiser, Shure, AKG; LIGHTING: Mole-Richardson, Colortran, Lowell, Ianiro;
GRIP EQUIPMENT: Worrall, Elemack, McAllister, Vinten, Matthews, Century;
EDITING EQUIPMENT & PRODUCTION STORES.

For complete catalogue phone (416) 461-7007
or write Multi-Media Production Services, 56 Marigold Ave., Toronto, Ontario

POTTERTON PRODUCTIONS INC.
ANIMATED & LIVE ACTION FILMS

PLACE BONAVENTURE, MONTREAL